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PREFACE

The acknowledgement of helpful guidance, suggestions, and conversation marks the only debts one is all too happy to accumulate – intellectual ones. I have been extremely fortunate in my creditors, who have unstintingly given of their time and knowledge to aid me in the exposition of this difficult text in particular and of Aristotle in general. The late G. E. L. Owen introduced me to Physics VII and provided inspiring encouragement throughout the initial stages of my research; I count myself very lucky to have enjoyed his unique influence. Geoffrey Lloyd supervised my subsequent work, tirelessly indicating lacunae in the argument and recommending improvements in the exposition. Nicholas Denyer’s shrewd observations have induced me to clarify the line of thought, especially in ch. 1, and Richard Sorabji’s keen views on reductionism originally stimulated the composition of ‘Aristotle and his Predecessors on Mixture’. My contemporaries who attended Gwil Owen’s graduate seminar have continued to help me in my work, especially Paul Sanford and Christian Wildberg.

The immediate ancestor of this book is my doctoral dissertation. If The Chain of Change is less of a curate’s egg than its parent, that is due in large measure to the patient and acute criticisms of a number of readers. Catherine Atherton, Myles Burnyeat, Christopher Kirwan, Geoffrey Lloyd, Malcolm Schofield and Sarah Waterlow all coped nobly with a rather crabbed and exasperating thesis; where the book makes better sense and expresses it in clearer English, the comments of one or another of these kindly critics are usually responsible. At a later stage Michael Reeve’s scrupulous editorial help was of great value. Catherine Atherton, Michael Reeve and Malcolm
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Schofield polished the translation. Finally, I gratefully acknowledge the unstinting support of my parents, who kept me going long after the age when sensible children look after themselves.

I should also like to thank Nancy-Jane Thompson of Cambridge University Press for her unfailing and conscientious editorial guidance of a complicated production.